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We present the first matrix-isolation infrared (MI-IR) spectra of CH3CH2F and its isotopologue CD3CD2F in
Neon and Argon matrix, together with new gas-phase IR spectra. Extensive vibrational self-consistent
field and configuration interaction (VSCF/VCI) calculations are performed, based on an ab initio potential
energy surface at ae-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pCVTZ-F12 level of electronic structure theory. We encounter an
excellent agreement between VCI calculated transitions and the experimental MI-IR and gas-phase IR
spectra. Mean absolute deviations are scattering between 1 and 4 cm�1. The interplay of accurate vibra-
tional structure calculations and high-resolution infrared experiments enables unprecedented insights in
the CH respectively CD stretch region, providing the first rigorous assignment of the energetically very
close m1; m12 and m13 fundamental transitions.
� 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

With the Montreal protocol from 1987 and its following
Amendments [1], there exists an international agreement on ban-
ning specific halogenated hydrocarbons for the use as refrigerants,
propellants or solvents, among others. Initially, this agreement
dealt with chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) and their partially hydrated
derivatives, as they possess a high ozone depletion potential
(ODP). While the ban successfully reduced the emission of CFCs,
increasing concentration of chlorine free alternatives with low
ODP can be observed in the atmosphere [2]. The latter species were
initially not addressed by the Montreal protocol, just to mention
the hydrofluorocarbon HFC-134a (or CH2FCF3) [3,4]. Unfortunately,
HFCs can possess a high global warming potential (GWP) and can
be considered as greenhouse gases. Those substances were
partially addressed in 1997 by the Kyoto protocol, which aims at
substances that accelerate the greenhouse effect [5]. For HFC
species such as fluoroform, or HFC-23, bans are not recommend-
able. Such HFCs have an important function as fire extinguishing
agents and if used for this purpose only their emission into atmo-
sphere is limited. More intriguing is the use of HFCs as alternative
refrigerants. The research for reasonably priced alternatives has
shown to be of outstanding importance, especially for highly-
populated developing countries [6]. Mixtures of hydrocarbons
and HFCs have been considered due to their promising character-
istics of zero ODP and low GWP. Fluoroethane (CH3CH2F), also
known as HFC-161, is mentioned as an important ingredient in
refrigerant mixtures that are promising alternative candidates to
previously used CFC-502 (widely known as Freon) or to other
refrigerant mixtures [7,8]. The increasing use of HFCs in alternative
refrigerants is evident, as their ban by the Montreal protocol is pro-
jected into the far future. Only in 2016, the Kigali Amendment
specifically set the goal to reduce the use of HFCs until 2047 [1].
Today, the greenhouse gas most focused on is CO2, which is
strongly underpinned by the 2018 special report on global warm-
ing by the IPCC [9]. Thus, the monitoring of hydrocarbon and HFC
mixtures as potential greenhouse gases in the atmosphere may
seem secondary. However, with the commercial availability of
such mixtures as refrigerants and their massive use in developing
countries, further increasing emissions of HFCs into the atmo-
sphere cannot be ruled out.

The monitoring of HFCs, such as fluoroethane, can be accom-
plished by infrared (IR) spectroscopy. However, the vibrational
structure of hydrocarbons is inherently involved, as the fundamen-
tal CH stretch vibration partially overlaps with combination bands
and overtones of the CH deformation. Resonances additionally
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complicate the situation and covalently bound halogen atoms
introduce frequency shifts in both the CH stretch and deformation
modes. In gas-phase IR spectroscopy, the spectrum is further com-
plicated by rotational-vibrational fine structure. All this is reflected
in the rather limited amount of literature data available for such
species as fluoroethane. Two early assignments of its gas-phase
IR and Raman spectrum are dating back to 1952 by Smith et al.
[10] and to 1972 by Shimanouchi [11]. While Shimanouchi some-
what fails to uniquely assign the spectral region around the CH
stretch vibrations or only with significant uncertainties, Smith
et al. provides a consequent assignment. The latter is based on a
series of gas-phase and liquid IR/Raman experiments on fluori-
nated ethane species. However, it lacks a rigorous theoretical
model of the ethane and relies on analogous assignments of
methane species. In 1975, elucidation of the CH stretch region
was partially improved by further extensive experimental effort
[12], as summed up by McKean et al. [13], still without a conclu-
sive assignment for all fundamentals. An unambiguous spectral
assignment is possible when highly accurate predictions based
on a reliable theoretical model are considered. With calculations
based on the harmonic approximation (HA), a broad prediction of
frequencies and structural parameters for various fluoroethane
species was provided in 1996 by Papasavva et al. [14]. To over-
come the intrinsic overestimation of frequencies by the HA,
McKean [15,16] derived various scaling factors. Only this effort
allowed McKean to improve the assignment for the fundamental
vibrations relying on an harmonic treatment of fluoroethane [16].

However, the required computational accuracy to resolve the
vibrational structure of the CH region cannot be achieved within
a simplified theoretical model, such as the HA. In view of accuracy,
an exact model for the vibrational structure of the specific
hydrofluorocarbon is desirable, yet, some level of approximation
must be maintained if the approach should be flexible to be used
also for other hydrocarbons than the one at hand. To strike a bal-
ance between accuracy and flexibility, we here employ the
approach of vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) and vibrational
configuration interaction (VCI) theory, based on a multi-mode
potential energy surface (PES) at ae-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pCVTZ-F12
level of electronic structure theory. With this entirely ab initio
approach that inherently incorporates anharmonicity, we tackle
the spectroscopic characterization of halogenated hydrocarbons,
at the specific example of fluoroethane CH3CH2F. Consequently,
we provide the first extensive VSCF/VCI calculations for this type
of hydrofluorocarbon. At the same time we perform new IR exper-
iments, where the most prominent issue in gas-phase IR spectra is
band-broadening by rotational-vibrational fine splitting. We
decided to overcome this issue by matrix-isolation infrared (MI-
IR) spectroscopy, which inhibits rotation and, hence, yields pure
vibrational spectra. We recorded MI-IR spectra of fluoroethane
(CH3CH2F and CD3CD2F) in solid Argon and Neon and, for valida-
tion, a simple gas-phase IR spectrum.
2. Experimental details

Pure samples of CH3CH2F (ethyl fluoride 97%, CAS: 353-36-6,
Apollo Scientific UK, Code: PC3206, Lot: AS446839) and CD3CD2F
(ethyl fluoride-d5 99.6%, CAS: 53886-01-4, CDN Isotopes Canada,
Code: D-6675, Lot: V-620) were used for all matrix-isolation and
gas-phase experiments. For MI-IR, the samples were diluted each
in Neon and Argon. The dilution was adjusted in a mixing chamber
with a reservoir of approx. 2 L volume, previously evacuated to
10�5 mbar. A dilution of 1:1000 denotes a mixture of 1 mbar sam-
ple and roughly 1000 mbar of rare gas. Mixtures of 1:250, 1:1000,
1:2000 and 1:8000 in Neon and 1:1000, 1:2000 and 1:8000 in
Argon were prepared. From the reservoir, a part of the mixture
gas was transferred with a rate of 8 mbar/min for 30 min into a
cryostat, which was constantly evacuated to 10�7 mbar and cooled
to 5.8 K during this procedure. On a gold plate within the cryostat,
the gas mixture was deposited as a solid matrix at 5.8 K. The appa-
ratus is explained in more detail elsewhere [17,18]. Gas-phase
spectra were obtained by transferring roughly 20 mbar of the pure
sample gas (no mixture with Ar or Ne) into the cryostat at room
temperature. For both gas-phase and matrix-isolation, FTIR spectra
were recorded with 512 scans and a resolution of 0.3 cm�1 in the
region of 7500–500 cm�1 using the FTIR spectrometer Vertex 80v
(Bruker, Karlsruhe). Additionally, a spectrum of solid CH3CH2F at
5.8 K was recorded.
3. Computational details

The equilibrium structure and harmonic frequencies of CH3CH2-
F have been determined at two different levels of electronic struc-
ture theory, namely explicitly correlated coupled-cluster theory
[19], CCSD(T)-F12a, within the frozen core (fc) approximation
and with the explicit consideration of core-correlation effects, i.e.,
all electron (ae) calculations. Within the latter type of calculations,
different exponents c were used for the Slater geminal functions
referring to core-core, core-valence, and valence-valence orbital
pairs, i.e., 0.8, 1.7 and 2.2 as recommended by Werner et al. [20].
For the frozen core calculations a constant c of 1.0 has been chosen.
Moreover, a cc-pVTZ-F12 basis has been used for the fc-CCSD(T)-
F12 calculations, while a cc-pCVTZ-F12 has been employed in the
ae-CCSD(T)-F12 calculations [21]. As explicitly correlated
coupled-cluster calculations converge much faster with respect
to the size of the basis set than conventional coupled-cluster calcu-
lations, our results can roughly be compared with conventional
CCSD(T) calculations in combination with a quintuple-f basis set
[22]. It is well-known that the explicit account of core-
correlation effects leads to an upshift of the vibrational frequen-
cies, which often results in an overestimation of the transition
energies. This upshift usually is partly canceled by high-order
coupled-cluster terms, e.g. quadruple excitations in the coupled-
cluster expansion [23–25]. However, CCSDT(Q) calculations were
not feasible for this rather large system and thus our ae-CCSD(T)-
F12a frequencies are expected to be slightly too high. On the other
hand, the fc-CCSD(T)-F12a frequencies apparently rely on error
compensation, which is unsatisfying once high accuracy is aimed
at. In any case, we found that core-correlation effects might be
important for an improved description of the CH-stretching modes
and thus we present both, fc and ae calculations.

The equilibrium structure was taken as an expansion point of an
n-mode expansion [26] of the potential energy surface (PES), which
has been truncated after the 4-mode coupling terms. For that,
canonical normal coordinates were used [27]. Due to the low sym-
metry of themolecule, this resulted in slightly more than 106 ab ini-
tio single point calculations, which have been distributed among
128 cores. This number sounds very large, but essentially it corre-
sponds on average to just 4.2 ab initio calculations in each direction
of the 3060 4-mode coupling terms. In order to limit the computa-
tional effort, a multi-level approximation [28,29] has been used, in
which the 1-mode and 2-mode coupling terms have been deter-
mined at the CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-p(C)VTZ-F12 level, while a smaller
basis set of cc-p(C)VDZ-F12 quality has been used for the 3-mode
and 4-mode couplings. Efficient Kronecker product fitting has been
used to transform the potential in an analytical sum-of-products
representation of 8 polynomials in each direction [30].

Vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) theory employing 20
mode-specific distributed Gaussians has been used to determine
a modal basis for subsequent configuration-selective vibrational
configuration interaction (VCI) calculations [31–33]. The initial
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correlation space within these calculations comprised quintuple
excitations and resulted in 1:7 � 107 configurations, from which
the most important ones have been identified on the basis of a per-
turbational selection criterion. All VCI calculations were based on
modals being optimized for the vibrational ground state. For the
calculations of combination bands an even larger correlation space
including 6-tuple excitation (8:6 � 107 initial configurations) has
been used. Vibrational angular momentum terms have been
included using the approximation of a constant l-tensor [34]. Note
that the VCI matrix has been stored in sparse matrix format and an
iterative residuum based eigenvalue solver has been used to enable
these large calculations [35].
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Geometrical parameters and rotational constants

In a first step we have computed the geometrical parameters
and rotational constants of fluoroethane and its d5-isotopologue.
Its structure and the labeling of the atoms are displayed in Fig. 1.
In Table 1 we have listed the equilibrium geometrical parameters
for fluoroethane obtained from ae-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pCVTZ-F12
 H3

 H5

 C2

 H1

 H4

 C1

 F

 H2

Fig. 1. Geometry and atom labeling of fluoroethane.

Table 1
Computed geometrical parameters (ae-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pCVTZ-F12) of CH3CH2F and CD3C

CH3CH2F

Exp.b

Parametera ED MW re

r(C1C2) 1.512 1.505 1.5055
r(C1F) 1.396 1.398 1.3906
r(C1H1) 1.102 1.098 1.0893
r(C2H3) 1.102 1.090 1.0879
r(C2H5) 1.102 1.091 1.0897
\(C2C1F) 109.7 109.7 109.64
\(FC1H1) 106.1 106.1 107.22
\(H1C1H2) 109.0 108.8 109.04
\(H3C2C1) 112.9 110.52
\(H5C2C1) 109.7 109.7 109.77
\(H3C2H4) 109.0 108.9 108.81
s(H2C1C2H4) 58.50

a For the labeling of the atoms see Fig. 1.
b Electron diffraction (ED) data (refinement I) taken from Ref. [37]. Microwave (MW)
c Geometry parameters without (re) and including vibrational effects (rg, ra), see text.
calculations and compare them in the case of CH3CH2F with exper-
imental data obtained from electron diffraction (ED) or microwave
(MW) measurements [36,37]. For CD3CD2F, no experimental
reference data were found, hence, the computational results for
this isotopologue can be seen as a prediction.

Equilibrium geometrical parameters re are obtained from
geometry optimization within the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion. Vibrational effects obtained from VCI calculations for the
vibrational ground-state have been accounted for, following two
different routes. While rg parameters represent an average value
of an instantaneous inter-nuclear distance and have been calcu-
lated from a VCI expectation value of the bond lengths expanded
in terms of normal coordinates, ra distances have been determined
from zero-point averaged atomic positions. Typically, rg and ra val-
ues differ quite substantially as is confirmed by the values listed in
Table 1. In general, our vibrationally averaged ra values obtained
from ae-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pCVTZ-F12 calculations agree very
nicely with the microwave data of Nygaard from 1966. The agree-
ment with our frozen core calculations is slightly worse and there-
fore we focus primarily on the all electron results. However, for the
C1C2 bond length and the FC1H1 angle the agreement is not as good
as for the other parameters. Our ra(C1C2) bond length (1.5146 Å) is
markedly longer than obtained from MWmeasurements (1.505 Å).
Interestingly, Beagley et al. determined this bond lengths in ED
measurements to be much longer (1.512 Å), but found a strong
dependence on refinement procedures, which they applied within
their determination.

For calculating vibrationally averaged rotational constants, we
have employed a hybrid approach, in which the expectation value
of the l-tensor [38], as occurring in the Watson-Hamiltonian [39],
has been augmented by the Coriolis coupling term as arising in 2nd
order vibrational perturbation theory, cf. Eq. (1).
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It has been shown for several molecules that this approximation
yields reliable results [40].

Table 2 lists results obtained from frozen-core calculations and
from all-electron calculations as well as experimental results from
the literature [36]. The pronounced differences between the ae and
fc calculations showing up for the rotational constants, indicate
that core-correlation effects are quite important for this molecule.
Our all-electron calculations are in markedly better agreement
with the experimental results of Nygaard than the frozen core cal-
culations. Consequently, we expect our all-electron calculations for
D2F. Bond lengths are given in Å, angles in degree.

CD3CD2F

Calc.c

ra rg ra rg

1.5146 1.5158 1.5137 1.5151
1.3971 1.3986 1.3967 1.3986
1.0990 1.1116 1.0964 1.1055
1.0906 1.1094 1.0906 1.1036
1.0903 1.1112 1.0910 1.1055
109.59 109.60
107.22 107.19
108.95 109.03
110.73 110.65
109.86 109.79
108.58 108.66
58.51 58.46

data taken from Ref. [36].



Table 2
Computed rotational constants (Be) and ground-state vibrationally averaged rotational constants (B0) of CH3CH2F and CD3CD2F. All values are given in GHz.

CH3CH2F CD3CD2F

Exp.a Calc. (fc) Calc. (ae) Calc. (fc) Calc. (ae)

Ae 36.32357 36.46517 23.32094 23.40537
Be 9.41529 9.44529 7.80682 7.83177
Ce 8.25216 8.27966 6.85532 6.87792
A0 36.07050 35.92502 36.06533 23.09803 23.18154
B0 9.36460 9.33365 9.36336 7.74252 7.76740
C0 8.19978 8.17196 8.19915 6.79449 6.81698

a Experimental data taken from Ref. [36].
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the rotational constants of the penta-deuterated species, for which
experimental results are not available, to be the most accurate
prediction.

4.2. Comparison of fundamental vibrational transitions in gas-phase
IR, MI-IR and VCI computation

All experimentally observed bands in the Neon and Argon MI-IR
as well as gas-phase IR spectra are documented in the Supplemen-
tary Information. To aid the discussion, a restricted representation
of the CH resp. CD stretch regions of those spectra are depicted in
Fig. 2 for CH3CH2F resp. in Fig. 3 for CD3CD2F. Some general char-
acteristics can be noticed for both species. In the Ne MI-IR experi-
ment with the lowest sample dilution (1:250), some bands exhibit
a splitting that is accompanied with band broadening. This effect is
most likely due to oligomerization and can be impeded when going
to higher sample dilution (1:1000, etc.). In the highest diluted mix-
tures, however, splittings of roughly 0.5 to 3 cm�1 remain. These
are more pronounced in the NeMI-IR spectrum, yet, also occur par-
tially in the Ar MI-IR spectrum. We assume that the fluoroethane
can visit different matrix trapping sites, created by the insertion
Fig. 2. Fluoroethane CH3CH2F. Experimental Ne MI-IR (red) and Ar MI-IR (blue) at 6 K, a
stretch vibrations. Assigned fundamental vibrational transitions are highlighted in bold
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of th
of fluoroethane molecules into gaps within the noble gas matrix
or by the substitution of one or more noble gas atoms with the flu-
oroethane. The structural distortion of the so trapped molecule
results in small vibrational frequency shifts, which appear as band
splitting in the spectra. We do not observe a correlation between
the matrix splitting for CH3CH2F and for CD3CD2F in the whole
spectrum, yet, there are some similarities, e.g., in the CH resp. CD
stretch region.

In addition to the matrix splittings, we observe overall shifts of
the vibrational frequencies in the matrix environment compared to
gas-phase. To provide some values for these matrix shifts, we here
use in advance our assignment of fundamental vibrational transi-
tions. As must be expected, the Ar MI-IR spectra exhibit slightly
stronger matrix shifts than the Ne MI-IR spectra. Considering the
fundamental vibrational transitions of CH3CH2F, the Ar MI-IR data
in comparison to gas-phase IR data shows a mean absolute devia-
tion (MAD) of 4 cm�1 and a maximum deviation (MAX) of
8.1 cm�1. Ne MI-IR data compared to gas-phase data shows a
MAD of 1 cm�1 (MAX = 2.7 cm�1). Similar matrix shifts are
observed for the CD3CD2F, where the Ar MI-IR data shows a MAD
of 4.0 cm�1 (MAX = 7.6 cm�1) and the Ne MI-IR data shows a
nd gas-phase IR spectrum (green) at 273 K. Spectral region of the fundamental CH
and indirectly observed transitions highlighted in italics. (For interpretation of the
is article.)



Fig. 3. Fluoroethane-d5 CD3CD2F. Experimental Ne MI-IR (red) and Ar MI-IR (blue) at 6 K, and gas-phase IR spectrum (green) at 273 K. Spectral region of the fundamental CH
stretch vibrations. Assigned fundamental vibrational transitions are highlighted in bold and indirectly observed transitions are highlighted in italics. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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MAD of 2.0 cm�1 (MAX = 5.2 cm�1), both compared to gas-phase IR
data. This difference in the matrix shifts, of course, manifests itself
in the deviation between VCI calculation and MI-IR experiment.
Considering again the fundamental vibrational transitions of CH3-
CH2F, the calculated VCI(ae) data is in very good agreement with
gas-phase IR data (MAD = 3 cm�1, MAX = 9 cm�1) as well as Ne
MI-IR data (MAD = 2.1 cm�1, MAX = 7.4 cm�1) and agrees slightly
worse with the Ar MI-IR observations (MAD = 4.1 cm�1,
MAX = 12.5 cm�1). Also for CD3CD2F, the calculated VCI(ae) data
compares very good with gas-phase IR data (MAD = 2.1 cm�1,
MAX = 2.2 cm�1) and Ne MI-IR data (MAD = 2.7 cm�1,
MAX = 5.4 cm�1) and slightly worse with Ar MI-IR data
(MAD = 4.6 cm�1, MAX = 8.9 cm�1). The higher MAX and MAD in
the Ar MI-IR data indicate a more pronounced interaction of fluo-
roethane with the Argon environment than with the Neon environ-
ment. As the VCI calculations are based on a model of fluoroethane
in vacuo, it is desirable that the calculations represent the gas-
phase observations best. Nevertheless, the close agreement
between VCI calculations and Ne MI-IR affirms the choice of this
type of experiment.

Gas-phase IR spectra, however, have not been assigned unam-
biguously in the past. The main problem, which we also encounter
in our gas-phase IR experiments, is the rotational-vibrational fine
structure that envelops the non-rotating transitions. In some
regions, the P- and R-branches are so pronounced, that the non-
rotating transitions can only be observed indirectly (cf.
2920 cm�1 in Fig. 2 or 2126.6 cm�1 in Fig. 3). Hence, for some
vibrational transitions only a crude estimation can be given in
gas-phase IR spectra, while Ne or Ar MI-IR spectra the assignment
is less problematic. While Smith et al. [10] managed to give a con-
clusive characterization, Shimanouchi [11] reported some incon-
clusive assignments in the spectral region between 3010 cm�1

and 2910 cm�1 for CH3CH2F. A closer look at the literature data
reveals some inconsistencies, which we resolve by a close combi-
nation of MI-IR spectra and VCI calculations in the process of
assignment. In both gas-phase IR and MI-IR, we are in a position
to provide a rigorous assignment for all fundamental vibrational
transitions and some overtones and combination bands. Our
assignment is discussed in the following two subsections indepen-
dently for CH3CH2F and CD3CD2F, and documented together with
the computed vibrational frequencies in Table 3 for CH3CH2F and
in Table 5 for CD3CD2F. It is comparable to the assignment
employed by McKean [16] to interpret his HA calculations. In the
last subsection, we report and discuss isotopic frequency shifts
from experiment and theory.

4.3. Assignment of the fundamental vibrational transitions in the
gas-phase and MI-IR spectrum of CH3CH2F

The region of the spectrum up to 1500 cm�1 is dominated by
isolated fundamental transitions, which can undoubtedly be
assigned. Both, Smith et al. [10] and Shimanouchi [11], observe
a fundamental band at 1479 cm�1, which is assigned by
Shimanouchi as the m4 transition with a 3–6 cm�1 uncertainty.
Despite its rotational-vibrational fine splitting, we do not directly
observe the band corresponding to the fundamental vibration in
our gas-phase IR spectrum. Still we can estimate the
non-rotating transition to be centered in between the P- and
R-branches at around 1491 cm�1. In Ne MI-IR we observe a band
at 1489.0 cm�1, which is in good agreement with the VCI com-
puted m4 transition (1491.4 cm�1). Note that Shimanouchi assigns
the two transitions (m5 and m14) to one band at 1449 cm�1 with an
error bar of 6–15 cm�1. Smith et al. report two not uniquely
assigned fundamentals at 1449 cm�1 and 1456 cm�1. This is not
necessarily supported by our results. On the one hand, we
directly observe the band at 1449 cm�1 in our gas-phase IR



Table 3
Experimental and computed vibrational frequencies of CH3CH2F. All quantities are given in cm�1.

Experimenta Calculationb

Mode Sym. Gas Ne Ar Harm. VCI(fc) Dmi(fc) VCI(ae) Dmi(ae)

m1 g A0 2985d 2990.5 2987.7 3060.1 2983.5 –/7.0/4.2 2990.2 -/0.3/2.5
m2 A0 2947 2947.2 2949.9 3046.1 2942.6 4/4.6/7.3 2948.7 2/1.5/1.2
m3 A0 2920 2920.0 2920.7 3002.9 2918.3 2/1.7/2.4 2925.4 5/5.4/4.7
m4 A0 1491 1489.0 1485.6 1530.2 1488.3 3/0.7/2.7 1491.4 0/2.4/5.8
m5 A0 1466 1464.3 1461.1 1507.4 1462.4 4/1.9/1.3 1465.1 1/0.8/4.0
m6 A0 1397 1397.4 1395.0 1432.0 1395.7 1/1.7/0.7 1398.8 2/1.4/3.8
m7 A0 1365e 1371.3 1369.2 1402.5 1368.5 –/2.8/0.7 1372.0 -/0.7/2.8
m8 A0 1109 1108.6 1105.1 1132.2 1106.9 2/1.7/1.8 1110.1 1/1.5/5.0
m9 A0 1050 1051.4 1046.3 1084.5 1055.4 5/4.0/9.1 1058.8 9/7.4/12.5
m10 A0 881 879.0 874.5 895.4 878.1 3/0.9/3.6 880.7 0/1.7/6.2
m11 A0 415f n.o.c n.o.c 411.3 411.0 413.1
m12 A00 3000 3000.9 3005.3 3141.3 2993.4 7/7.5/11.9 3000.7 1/0.2/4.6
m13 A00 2965 2966.3 2973.1 3104.3 2962.8 2/3.5/10.3 2969.5 5/3.2/3.6
m14 A00 1449 1448.1 1444.7 1489.1 1445.0 4/3.1/0.3 1447.3 2/0.8/2.6
m15 A00 1274 1276.7 1276.8 1307.6 1275.0 1/1.7/1.8 1278.8 5/2.1/2.0
m16 A00 1172 1172.9 1171.0 1195.7 1171.6 0/1.3/0.6 1174.5 3/1.6/3.5
m17 A00 810 811.0 807.7 811.9 805.7 4/5.3/2.0 808.9 1/2.1/1.2
m18 A00 243e n.o.c n.o.c 251.5 248.6 249.0

MAD 3/3.1/3.8 3/2.1/4.1
MAX 7/7.5/11.9 9/7.4/12.5

2m4 g A0 2996.8 2992.8 3126.3 2988.6 2995.0
2m5 A0 2914.5 2916.0 3014.7 2908.3 2913.8
2m14 A0 2882 2879.0 2873.4 2978.2 2875.6 2880.7
2m6 A0 2781.3 2777.0 2864.0 2778.9 2782.2
m5 þ m6 A0 2856.0 2851.0 2939.3 2851.5 2857.2
m5 þ m7 A0 2831 2830.0 2825.0 2909.8 2823.2 2829.3
m6 þ m7 A0 2751 2749.6 2746.6 2823.4 2743.5 2749.7
m14 þ m15 A0 2731.1 2726.4
m17 þ m18 A0 1070.5 1071.0 1063.4 1065.2 1068.7

a Vibrational frequencies measured in gas-phase, Ne matrix and Ar Matrix, this work.
b Harmonic frequencies from fc-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pVTZ-F12 calculations. Anharmonic frequencies from VCI calculations including up to quintuple excitations, relying on a

PES based on the frozen core (fc) approximation resp. on all electron (ae) correlation. Deviations Dmi of the VCI(fc) and VCI(ae) frequencies calculated w.r.t. experimental Gas/
Ne/Ar data.

c Not observed, as the frequency is below the experimental spectral range.
d Taken from gas-phase reference [12]. Observation questionable, see text.
e Taken from gas-phase reference [11].
f Taken from gas-phase reference [10].
g Strong Fermi resonance, see text and Table 4.
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experiment, yet, in the MI-IR experiments we observe two well
separated bands at 1464 cm�1 (m5, Ne matrix) and 1448 cm�1

(m14, Ne matrix), which agree nicely with our VCI calculations.
Similar to the m4 transition, we can estimate the m5 transition in
our gas-phase IR experiment at roughly 1466 cm�1. In gas-
phase literature data, a fundamental transition is observed at
1395 cm�1 and assigned as m6 with an uncertainty of 3–6 cm�1

by Shimanouchi. In our gas-phase experiment, we observe a tri-
ply split band, with the most intense peak at 1397.4 cm�1, which
agrees well with VCI and Ne MI-IR. The m7 transition is not
observed in our gas-phase IR spectrum. This fits to the very low
intensity of this transition predicted by our calculations. How-
ever, weak bands are visible in MI-IR (1371.3 cm�1, Ne matrix).
While Smith et al. observe a fundamental transition at
1365 cm�1 in liquid-phase, Shimanouchi also reports the same
band with an error bar of 6–15 cm�1 in the gas-phase. We cannot
provide a better estimation for the gas-phase, yet, it is safe to
assume that the literature assignment is not ideal at this point.
Despite the low intensity, we observe the m15 transition in gas-
phase IR at 1274.4 cm�1, which is slightly lower than reported
in literature at 1277 cm�1. In the Ne and Ar MI-IR experiments
it is only observed at very low dilution. Shimanouchi and Smith
et al. assign a band at 1048 cm�1 to a A00 fundamental, strictly
speaking the m16 transition. We consider this a misassignment,
as we observe this transition at 1172.8 cm�1 in gas-phase IR
and at 1172.9 cm�1 in Ne MI-IR, both in perfect agreement with
the VCI calculated m16 transition of A00 symmetry. In fact, Smith
et al. assign a band at 1171 cm�1 to a A0 fundamental. The m8
transition is observed in MI-IR (1108.6 cm�1, Ne matrix) and
can be indirectly deduced at 1109 cm�1 in gas-phase IR, which
is in good agreement with literature data and VCI calculations.
While the assignment of the m9 transition is unique in MI-IR
(1051.4 cm�1, Ne matrix), it is not straight-forward in gas-phase
IR. Shimanouchi reports a band at 1048 cm�1 with an uncertainty
of 6–15 cm�1. In accordance to Smith et al., we observe two well
separated bands with similar intensity. The one of higher energy
is somewhat split with peaks at 1062 cm�1 and 1060 cm�1 and
nicely agrees with the VCI calculation. The other one at
1050.0 cm�1, however, is in better agreement with the MI-IR
experiments. The m10 and m17 fundamentals are observed in all
experiments. Due to technical restrictions we were not able to
record the region below 500 cm�1 and can thus provide computa-
tional results only for the m11 and m18 fundamentals.

The region between 2740 cm�1 and 2930 cm�1 is dominated by
a number of isolated bands of very weak intensity, which can
mainly be assigned to combination bands and overtones. An excep-
tion is the band at 2920 cm�1 (Ne matrix), which can be assigned
to the m3 fundamental transition. Shimanouchi places this transi-
tion at 2915 cm�1 with an error bar of 6–15 cm�1, in accordance
to the observation by Smith et al. In our gas-phase IR spectrum,
the band is only indirectly observed and we would rather center
the transition at around 2920 cm�1, which is in good agreement
with MI-IR experiments and VCI calculations. Considering also
the other transitions in this region, the agreement of experimental
and computed VCI(ae) results is excellent (cf. Table 3), while the
computed VCI(fc) results tend to be slightly too low.



Table 4
Percentages of the configurations m1 and 2m4 to the VCI
(ae) states at 2990.2 cm�1 and 2995.0 cm�1.

2990.2 2995.0

m1 31.2 28.4
2m4 39.8 30.1
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The region between 2940 cm�1 and 2956 cm�1 (Ne matrix)
shows three bands of similar intensity (cf. 2955.1 cm�1,
2947.2 cm�1, and 2941.7 cm�1 in Fig. 2). In Ar matrix the band
highest in frequency vanishes or is down-shifted, so that it overlays
with one of the other two. Shimanouchi observes a band at
2941 cm�1 in the gas-phase and assigns it to m2, but he reports
an uncertainty of 6–15 cm�1 associated with this band. Smith
et al. observe the same band. In contrast to that, we observe in
our gas-phase IR spectrum a band at 2947.0 cm�1. We reassign
the m2 transition in the gas-phase and adopt it to the MI-IR spectra.
However, the splitting in both Ne and Ar MI-IR remains intriguing.
Considering the Ne MI-IR experiments, our VCI calculations for m2
allow for a more detailed discussion. The VCI(fc) calculation agrees
nicely with the band at 2941.7 cm�1, while the VCI(ae) calculation
is in excellent agreement with the band at 2947.2 cm�1. However,
both calculations, i.e., with and without core-correlation, indicate a
strong Fermi resonance of m2 with the overtone of m5 at
2914.7 cm�1 (Ne matrix). Although the VCI calculation including
core-correlation is in much better agreement with the experimen-
tal value for 2m5 than that without core-correlation, it remains
rather speculative to transfer this result to the Fermi partner. The
situation becomes more complicated as the m4 þ m5 combination
band falls also in this region. According to our VCI calculations, this
combination band should show up at 2958.3 cm�1 (fc) and
2957.3 cm�1 (ae). Consequently, the band highest in frequency
can most likely be assigned to this combination band, but the
assignment of m2 to one of the bands at 2941.7 cm�1 or
2947.2 cm�1 is not unique. Of course, the occurrence of these
two bands may simply be due to matrix effects and thus both of
them may belong to m2. However, in gas-phase IR the different
assignment in literature at 2941 cm�1 and by our observation at
2947 cm�1 basically implies the same problem. Thus, this may
not be due to a matrix effect, but an inherent property of the vibra-
tional structure.

The CH stretch region between 2985 cm�1 and 3010 cm�1 in
MI-IR shows a rather complex structure, being dominated by three
strong bands at 3000.9 cm�1, 2996.8 cm�1 and 2990.5 cm�1 in Ne
matrix (cf. Fig. 2). In all of these three bands, side bands of lower
intensity occur, which are separated by about one wavenumber
from the dominating bands. We reason this splitting as matrix
effects that are specific to the Ne matrix. Besides these major
bands, two features of lower intensity can be seen at about
2993.3 cm�1 and 3004.1/3005.7 cm�1. These bands are not as
sharp as the dominating ones. In his gas-phase measurements Shi-
manouchi provides just one frequency to this region at 3003 cm�1.
He reports strong overlapping bands for m1; m12 and m13 and, thus,
gives essentially no detailed information about this region. Smith
et al. report one A0 fundamental at 3003 cm�1 and two A00 funda-
mentals at 3012 cm�1 and 2874 cm�1. First of all, we can undoubt-
edly assign the m13 fundamental transitions of A00 symmetry,
observed in our gas-phase IR spectrum at 2964.8 cm�1. Although
there is some splitting in Ne matrix, the assignment of the m13 tran-
sition is straight-forward in MI-IR (2966.3 cm�1, Ne matrix). With
that, we resolve the inconsistent assignment in literature
(3003 cm�1 vs. 2874 cm�1). In fact, Smith et al. observe a band at
2967 cm�1 and interpret it as an overtone. Problematic remains
the assignment of the m1 and m12 fundamentals. Our gas-phase
experiments basically show just one strong and narrow band,
and from this we would need to assign both transitions to one
band (at 3000 cm�1), similar as Shimanouchi. At this point, our
MI-IR experiments provide most valuable information. As men-
tioned above, three major features with strong intensities can be
observed in the Ne MI-IR spectrum (and in fact also in the Ar MI-
IR spectrum, cf. Fig. 2). Combining these observations with the
VCI calculations, we are in a position to resolve the involved CH
stretch region. According to our VCI calculations including
core-correlation the strong band at 2996.8 cm�1 (Ne matrix)
belongs to m1, while the one at 3000.9 cm�1 (Ne matrix) can be
assigned to m12. Our calculations indicate a very strong Fermi reso-
nance of m1 with the overtone of m4, which has been computed at
2990.2 cm�1. The percentages of the VSCF configurations to these
two states are shown in Table 4. This table clearly indicates that
it is rather meaningless to assign one band to the fundamental
and the other to the overtone. One would not expect such a strong
intensity for an overtone as observed in our Ne matrix spectrum.
However, the strong Fermi resonance allows for a distribution of
the intensity of the fundamental between both states, which is fur-
ther influenced by matrix effects. As a consequence, there is no
unique assignment of m1 and 2m4 to the two observed bands in
Ne matrix. However, we can certainly distinguish them from the
bands at 3000.9 cm�1 and above, which must be assigned to the
m12 transition. This can be transferred to the gas-phase spectrum,
where the band at 3000.0 cm�1 is assigned to the m12 transition.
Based on the assignment in the MI-IR spectra, the m1 transition
must be expected also in gas-phase at a lower energy than the
m12. Smith et al. report an A00 fundamental (which would corre-
spond to m12) at 3012 cm�1, being 9 cm�1 higher in energy than
an A0 fundamental (which would correspond to m1) at 3003 cm�1.
The energy difference between the m12 and m1 agrees with the
one we observe in Ar MI-IR. In fact, it also agrees with the differ-
ence observed in Ne MI-IR, when the before-mentioned Fermi res-
onance is assigned appropriately, with the band at 2990.2 cm�1 as
m1 and the band at 2995.0 cm�1 as 2m4. Although we can agree with
Smith et al. on the energy difference between m12 and m1 we, still,
do not agree with the assignment of the absolute energy to a band
at 3012 cm�1, as there is no hint for such a band neither in our MI-
IR, nor in our gas-phase IR spectra. Furthermore, our VCI calcula-
tions do not predict the m12 transition at such a high energy. Saur
et al. [12] report the m1 transition at 2985 cm�1, however, also in
their spectrum this band is strongly overlapped by the R-branch
of the m12 transition and, thus, this assignment remains question-
able. In order to understand the weak bands at about
3004.1/3005.7 cm�1 and 2993.3 cm�1, we have performed addi-
tional calculations for combination bands of higher complexity
and found a number of transitions, which fall into this region.
Another possible explanation for the broad feature at
3004.1/3005.7 cm�1 would be the occurrence of oligomers in the
matrix as the intensity of this band decreases significantly upon
dilution.
4.4. Assignment of the fundamental vibrational transitions in the
gas-phase and MI-IR spectrum of CD3CD2F

Both Shimanouchi [11] and Smith et al. [10] do not report any
assignment for CD3CD2F. To the best of our knowledge, there is
only one assignment by Saur et al. [12] available and this is used
by McKean [16] to interpret his HA calculations. As the m1; m12
and m13 transitions are not uniquely assigned in there, we decided
to start from scratch and assign all observed bands in our MI-IR
and gas-phase IR experiments based primarily on our VCI calcula-
tions. In general, our assignment is comparable to the one of Saur
et al. [12], and we will only highlight the discrepancies for the sake
of conciseness.



Table 5
Experimental and computed vibrational frequencies of CD3CD2F. All quantities are given in cm�1.

Experimenta Calculationb

Mode Sym. Gas Ne Ar Harm. fc-VCI Dmi(fc) VCI(ae) Dmi(ae)

m1 A0 2242 2236.5 2235.5 2314.7 2236.3 6/0.2/0.8 2241.9 0/5.4/6.4
m2 A0 2127 2126.0 2127.4 2222.9 2125.6 1/0.4/1.8 2130.3 3/4.3/2.9
m3 A0 2083 2081.8 2078.7 2188.9 2080.1 3/1.7/1.4 2084.0 1/2.2/5.3
m4 A0 1204 1202.4 1197.5 1235.6 1203.3 1/0.9/5.8 1206.4 2/4.0/8.9
m5 A0 1127 1125.1 1120.3 1150.5 1126.4 1/1.3/6.1 1129.0 2/3.9/8.7
m6 A0 1075 1073.3 1070.3 1094.4 1072.9 2/0.4/2.6 1075.7 1/2.4/5.4
m7 A0 1058 1055.8 1053.4 1080.1 1055.3 3/0.5/1.9 1057.2 1/1.4/3.8
m8 A0 978 975.1 972.5 994.2 976.3 2/1.2/3.8 979.0 2/3.9/6.5
m9 A0 902 902.6 900.4 916.9 901.4 1/1.2/1.0 904.0 2/1.4/3.6
m10 A0 735 733.8 731.5 743.2 732.6 2/1.2/1.1 735.0 1/1.2/3.5
m11 A0 364e n.o.c n.o.c 361.4 361.5 363.3
m12 A00 2258 2256.7 2256.9 2328.7 2246.9 11/9.8/10.0 2253.0 5/3.7/3.9
m13 A00 2250 2248.4 2242.1 2308.4 2240.5 9/7.9/1.6 2245.8 4/2.6/3.7
m14 A00 1051 1050.5 1048.5 1071.4 1049.7 1/0.8/1.2 1051.4 0/0.9/2.9
m15 A00 n.o.d 988.0 984.7 1003.7 986.8 –/1.2/2.1 989.4 –/1.4/4.7
m16 A00 919 915.6 915.1 933.4 910.3 9/5.3/4.8 913.3 6/2.3/1.8
m17 A00 590e 592.8 589.0 590.6 588.5 –/4.3/0.5 591.0 –/1.8/2.0
m18 A00 186e n.o.c n.o.c 185.8 184.2 184.7

MAD 4/2.4/2.9 2/2.7/4.6
MAX 11/9.8/10.0 2/5.4/8.9

2m5 A0 2301.0 2253.6 2258.8
2m6 A0 2165.9 2164.0 2160.4 2188.8 2162.2 2167.9
2m17 A0 1184.8 1186.4 1181.8 1181.2 1180.5 1185.4

m4 þ m14 A00 n.o. 2279.3 2272.2 2307.0 2257.9 2263.0
m4 þ m15 A00 n.o. 2177.1 2170.4 2239.3 2177.7 2181.2
m4 þ m8 A0 n.o. 2181.0 2174.1 2229.8 2179.3 2184.8
m6 þ m7 A0 2174.5 2127.4 2131.9
m10 þ m18 A00 929.0 923.1 926.0
2m11 þ m18 A00 908.6 918.6 922.6

a Vibrational frequencies measured in gas-phase, Ne matrix and Ar Matrix, this work.
b Harmonic frequencies from fc-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pVTZ-F12 calculations. Anharmonic frequencies from VCI calculations including up to quintuple excitations, relying on a

PES based on the frozen core (fc) approximation resp. on all electron (ae) correlation. Deviations Dmi of the VCI(fc) and VCI(ae) frequencies calculated w.r.t. experimental Gas/
Ne/Ar data.

c Not observed, as the frequency is below the experimental spectral range.
d Not observed, see text.
e Taken from gas-phase reference [12], as cited in Ref. [16].
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A straight-forward assignment is possible for the region up to
1230 cm�1. We refer to Table 5 and do not go into detailed discus-
sion for this region. However, some noteworthy observations shall
be mentioned. The band which can be assigned to the m4 transition
shows a wild splitting pattern in the Ne matrix, while in Ar matrix
it is only a little broadened. In the gas-phase, three bands are
observed in this region, surrounded by prominent P- and R-
branches. Although we can uniquely assign the m4 transition, the
residual two bands remain unclear. The m8 transition was only indi-
rectly observed in gas-phase IR experiments in between its P- and
R-branch, while the m15 transition is hidden behind the P-branch of
the m8 transition. The m15 transition in gas-phase IR is also not
reported by McKean. However, we undoubtedly find this transition
in our Ne and Ar MI-IR experiments. Based on the good agreement
with VCI calculation, we predict the m15 transition in gas-phase IR
at approximately 989 cm�1. Due to its very low intensity, the m17
transition is only partially observed in our MI-IR experiments
and not observed at all in our gas-phase experiment. As we
scanned only down to 500 cm�1 we miss the observation of the
m18 transition.

The region from 2210 cm�1 to 1230 cm�1 comprises only two
fundamentals. Considering the m3 transition, in both Ne and Ar
MI-IR two weak bands, split by approx. 10 cm�1, are observed.
Our VCI calculations do not predict any other transition in this
region, hence, we suppose that this is a matrix effect. This assump-
tion is somewhat enforced by our gas-phase IR experiments. While
the assignment of the m3 transition is not unique in the MI-IR spec-
tra, in gas-phase we observe only one band that also perfectly
agrees with the VCI calculation. More intriguing is the assignment
of the m2 transition. In gas-phase it can be only indirectly derived at
2127 cm�1, located in between its P- and R-branch. This agrees
quite reasonably with the VCI calculated transition. Also in Ar
MI-IR, a strong band is observed at 2127.6 cm�1, which is in good
agreement to gas-phase experiment and VCI calculations. How-
ever, a weaker band remains unassigned at 2117.3 cm�1 in Ar
MI-IR. In Ne MI-IR, a pattern of five bands is observed. The ones
at 2131.2 cm�1 and 2128.4 cm�1 are of similar intensity, which
decreases with dilution. We expect this to be some type of
oligomerization within the Ne matrix. The split band at
2126.0/2124.8 cm�1 can be assigned to the m2 transition, as it is
in good agreement with the other experiments and calculations.
The weakest band of this pattern remains unassigned at
2121.4 cm�1.

The CD-stretching region of CD3CD2F between 2290 cm�1 and
2210 cm�1 shows to be even more complicated than its already
intriguing counterpart in the spectrum of CH3CH2F. There is one
main reason for that. In the CH3CH2F spectrum, the m1 and m12 tran-
sitions are in a narrow region within 20 cm�1 and the m13 transition
is nicely separated from them by approx. 30 cm�1. In the CD3CD2F
spectrum all those fundamentals conglomerate within a region of
35 cm�1 and on top of that, the overtone 2m5 and the combination
band m4 þ m14 can also be located in this region. The striking ques-
tion is, which bands should be assigned to which transition. At this
point, we can make use of the matrix-splitting patterns. Reconsid-
ering the assignment of m2 in Ne matrix, we observe five bands
between 2140 cm�1 and 2110 cm�1 with a specific pattern. Actu-
ally, a very similar pattern is observed between 2253 cm�1 and
2243 cm�1. Visualization of the normal-modes shows, that the



Table 6
Experimental and computed isotopic frequency shifts from CH3CH2F to CD3CD2F. All quantities are given in cm�1.

Experimenta Calculationb

Mode Sym. Gas Ne Ar Harm. VCI(fc) VCI(ae)

m1 A0 �754.0 �752.2 �745.4 �747.2 �748.3
m2 A0 �820.4 �821.2 �822.5 �823.2 �817.0 �818.4
m3 A0 �836.8 �838.2 �842.0 �814.0 �838.2 �841.4
m4 A0 �286.8 �286.6 �288.1 �294.6 �285.0 �285.0
m5 A0 �338.9 �339.2 �340.8 �356.9 �336.0 �336.1
m6 A0 �322.0 �324.1 �324.7 �337.6 �322.8 �323.1
m7 A0 �315.5 �315.8 �322.4 �313.2 �314.8
m8 A0 �131.5 �133.5 �132.6 �138.0 �130.6 �131.1
m9 A0 �147.8 �148.8 �145.9 �167.6 �154.0 �154.8
m10 A0 �146.5 �145.2 �143.0 �152.2 �145.5 �145.7
m11 A0 �49.9 �49.5 �49.8
m12 A00 �742.0 �744.2 �748.4 �812.6 �746.5 �747.7
m13 A00 �715.3 �717.9 �731.0 �795.9 �722.3 �723.7
m14 A00 �397.6 �397.6 �396.2 �417.7 �395.3 �395.9
m15 A00 �288.7 �292.1 �303.9 �288.2 �289.4
m16 A00 �253.5 �257.3 �255.9 �262.3 �261.3 �261.2
m17 A00 �218.2 �218.7 �221.3 �217.2 �217.9
m18 A00 �65.7 �64.4 �64.3

a Vibrational frequencies measured in gas-phase, Ne matrix and Ar Matrix, this work.
b Harmonic frequencies from fc-CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pVTZ-F12 calculations. Anharmonic frequencies from VCI calculations including up to quintuple excitations, relying on a

PES based on the frozen core (fc) approximation resp. on all electron (ae) correlation. Deviations Dmi of the VCI(fc) and VCI(ae) frequencies calculated w.r.t. experimental Gas/
Ne/Ar data.
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principle motion of the m13 fundamental is the CH2 asymmetric
stretch and of the m2 fundamental the CH2 symmetric stretch, both
”located” at the fluoromethyl part. Hence, one may assume a sim-
ilar matrix-splitting pattern for m13 as for m2, no matter the reasons
for this splitting. Based on this assumption, the m13 transition can
be assigned to the band at 2248.4 cm�1 in Ne matrix, being the
most intense band within this matrix-splitting pattern. The good
agreement with VCI calculations (2245.8 cm�1) finally substanti-
ates this assignment. In a similar fashion, we can assume that there
must be a similar matrix-splitting pattern for m3 (observed
between 2095 cm�1 and 2075 cm�1) and m1 (observed between
2243 cm�1 and 2230 cm�1), as the principle motion of the corre-
sponding normal-modes is the CH3 stretch for both m3 and m1. For
the m3 transition, two weak bands of almost same intensity split
by 11 cm�1 are observed. Based on our assumption of similar
matrix-splittings, the m1 counterpart would be at 2242.3 cm�1

and 2236.5 cm�1, i.e., the two bands split by 5.9 cm�1. Our VCI
(ae) calculation predicts the transition at 2241.9 cm�1, which is
in good agreement with the higher one of those bands. However,
for the sake of consistency we assign the m1 transition as the lower
one of those bands (2236.5 cm�1), as we also assigned the lower
one in the case of m3. Analogously for the Ar MI-IR experiments,
based on the same assumption, we find the m13 transition at
2242.1 cm�1 and the m1 transition at 2235.5 cm�1. Of course, we
cannot make use of such arguments for the gas-phase experiments,
as there is no matrix that could have comparable effect on two
similar vibrational transitions. However, with the information
derived from the two different MI-IR experiments, we are confi-
dent to assign in our gas-phase experiments the m13 transition at
2249.7 cm�1 and the m1 transition at 2241.7 cm�1. Finally, the m12
transition can be clearly distinguished from the other
fundamentals, hence, undoubtedly assigned (Ne: 2256.7 cm�1,
Ar: 2256.9 cm�1, gas: 2258.0 cm�1).
4.5. Isotopic frequency shifts from gas-phase IR, MI-IR and VCI
computations

When going from CH3CH2F to CD3CD2F, the fundamental vibra-
tional transitions are expected to redshift towards lower frequen-
cies. The isotopic shifts obtained from this work are listed in
Table 6. The experimental isotopic shifts in gas-phase IR and both
Ne and Ar MI-IR are in excellent agreement to each other, except
for the isotopic shift of the m13 transition in Ar MI-IR which shows
to be especially influenced by the Argon environment. In general,
the spectral range of 4000 cm�1 to 500 cm�1 studied in this work,
can be divided into two categories with systematically different
isotopic shifts. The region below 1500 cm�1 comprising the transi-
tions m4 to m10 and m14 to m17 shows isotopic shifts in between 100 to
400 cm�1. The region above 1500 cm�1 comprising the transitions
m1 to m3 and m12; m13 shows isotopic shifts in between 700 to
850 cm�1. As one may comprehend from Table 6, the calculated
isotopic shifts within the harmonic approximation are capable of
reproducing this dissection into two categories. As the isotopic
shifts from the harmonic approximation are qualitatively correct,
they allow for an indirect assignment. That is, regions in the
non-deuterated species’ spectrum that are difficult to assign due
to resonances between various CH stretch fundamentals and CH
deformation overtones and combination bands, can be indirectly
solved by transferring the assignment of the deuterated species’
spectrum through isotopic frequency shifts. However, quantita-
tively the isotopic shifts from the harmonic approximation can
extremely deviate from the experimentally observed. In the
harmonic approximation, the isotopic shifts of the m4; m6 and m15
transitions are off by roughly 20 cm�1; and the isotopic shifts of
the m12; m13 and m14 transitions are off by 50 cm�1 and more. In spite
of such large deviations, an indirect assignment based on isotopic
shifts from the harmonic approximation may not be blindly
trusted. In contrast to that, both the VCI(ae) and VCI(fc) calculated
isotopic shifts exhibit an excellent quantitative agreement with the
isotopic shifts deduced from all experiments in this work, as can be
nicely seen in Table 6. In fact, the VCI calculated frequencies are so
accurate that the discussion on isotopic shifts can be seen as a val-
idation of the assignment rather than a necessity for it.
5. Summary and conclusions

The mid infrared spectrum of fluoroethane and fluoroethane-d5

has been revisited by means of gas-phase infrared experiments and
extended by Neon and Argon matrix-isolation infrared (MI-IR)
experiments. With the matrix-isolation technique, the mid infrared
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spectrum of this hydrocarbon derivative has been resolved for the
first time in a way that allows for a rigorous assignment of all
fundamental vibrational transitions. This applies especially for
the dissection of the m12; m13 and m1 transitions in the CH resp. CD
stretch region, which has not yet been fully understood in the lit-
erature. The final assignment of all transitions is made possible by
ab initio calculations for the prediction of the anharmonic vibra-
tional spectrum of fluoroethane. This has been achieved by exten-
sive vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) and configuration
interaction (VCI) calculations on a 4-mode potential energy surface
at CCSD(T)-F12 level of theory. It has been shown that a very good
agreement between theory and experiment can be achieved if
core-correlation is taken into account in the computation of the
electronic structure. Vibrationally averaged structural parameters
derived from this type of calculation are in very good agreement
with experiment, too. This study of fluoroethane is an example
par excellence for a class of small and volatile hydrocarbon deriva-
tives, whose spectroscopic characterization in the atmosphere is of
great relevance. We demonstrate that the interplay of high-
resolution experimental MI-IR spectra and highly accurate compu-
tational prediction within the VSCF/VCI approach provides a route
toward a rigorous characterization of such species.
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